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“Rarely do memoirs of grief combine anguish, love, and fury with such elegance.”
— Entertainment WeeklyIn 2002, Ann Hood’s five-year-old daughter Grace died suddenly from
a virulent form of strep throat. Stunned and devastated, the family searched for comfort in a time
when none seemed possible. Hood—an accomplished novelist—was unable to read or write.
She could only reflect on her lost daughter—“the way she looked splashing in the bathtub ... the
way we sang ‘Eight Days a Week.’” One day, a friend suggested she learn to knit. Knitting
soothed her and gave her something to do. Eventually, she began to read and write again. A
semblance of normalcy returned, but grief, in ever new and different forms, still held the family.
What they could not know was that comfort would come, and in surprising ways. Hood traces her
descent into grief and reveals how she found comfort and hope again—a journey to recovery
that culminates with a newly adopted daughter.

"Great instructional book. I will highly treasure this gem." - Karol Weatherman"Great book for
slow or average beginners and also for more advanced crocheting." - Sharon M. Cyr"The
pictures in this book were great and made it feel like I could jump in and make a blanket!" - Just a
Teacher"Ms. Brown has included enough of each element of crochet needed to makethis book
of value to everyone who is just above beginner to experienced crochet." - Monica Brown"This is
a wonderful book for those wanting to crochet afghans but don't know where to begin." -
kazzrakAbout the AuthorEmma Brown learned to crochet at her grandmother'sfeet. By the age
of ten,she was crocheting full-size afghans as Christmas presents for her family.The older Emma
got, the more about crochetingshe learned, making it a point to find the most complicated and
tedious patternsshe could and bringing them to her grandmother during the summer. Together
theywould figure them out, and then, soon, Emma did not need her grandmother's helpwith the
patterns any more, and they could just sit side by side and crochet.Emma Brown's knowledge of
crochetingis more extensive than most and was built by trial and error-so she knows what
reallyworks for someone who is first starting to learn or who wants to progress from thebasics to
more advanced patterns and techniques. She has started crocheting circlein just about every
city she's lived in, passing her knowledge on to others, beforedeciding to write a book that would
encompass the entirety of experience and expertise.
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3QTFor my familyLorne, Sam, Annabelle, Ariane,and GraceContentsPROLOGUE:
ComfortCHAPTER ONE: Losing GraceCHAPTER TWO: Knitting LessonsCHAPTER THREE:
Comfort FoodCHAPTER FOUR: Now I Need a Place to Hide AwayCHAPTER FIVE:
WildfiresCHAPTER SIX: Hold MeCHAPTER SEVEN: StayingCHAPTER EIGHT: Hello, God! It’s
Me, AnnCHAPTER NINE: ThereCHAPTER TEN: Annabelle’s LaughterEPILOGUE:
TodayacknowledgmentsPROLOGUEComfortTIME HEALS.She is in a better place.She is still
with you.You should walk every day; you should write this down; you should go to church, to
therapy, to the cemetery; these things will help you.There is a heaven and you will see her again
there.You are not dreaming about her because you are closed to possibility.Time heals. Once
you have lived through all the firsts, it will get better. The first summer at the beach without her
elaborate sandcastles; the first day of school, when she would have put on her purple leopard
backpack with her collection of key chains—a starfish, miniature Lincoln Logs, the butterfly from
Japan—and walked into first grade; her sixth birthday and her customary costume/painting/tea
party birthday party; the first Halloween without her dressing as something with wings: an angel,
a fairy, a ladybug; the first Thanksgiving when her face does not appear among the thirty others
eating two twenty-three pound turkeys in our dining room; the first Christmas that I do not have to
hide art supplies in the closet in my study, the bags bulging with glitter markers and crayons and
sketch pads and modeling clay and watercolors and fat paintbrushes and gel pens and rolls and
rolls of stickers of smiley faces and daisies and puppies and stars; the first Valentine’s Day that
she does not cut out construction-paper hearts and string them together for me; the first Easter
without an Easter egg hunt or a pink basket filled with Smarties and Sweet Tarts and Peeps, the
purple ones; the first anniversary of losing her, when the peonies are blooming in our garden and
the air is filled with promise. After you have survived all of those things, it will get easier to live
without her.Are you writing down how you feel? But I cannot write. I cannot think of anything
except her, the way she looked splashing in the bathtub, the way she wiggled her toes against
mine, the feel of her sticky hand holding on to my hand good and tight. Write that down! It will
help!The images of those hours in the hospital, of the doctor’s face telling you Grace was not
going to make it, the rushing of nurses’ feet with vials of her blood, the voice on the intercom
announcing that Grace was in cardiac arrest, the way they made you wait outside the room, your



face pressed against glass, the sounds of your screams, all of this will fade.She is with you. She
is a rainbow in the sky. She is the butterfly in your garden. She is the cardinal in the mimosa tree.
But I have called out her name to each of these things and they simply fade away. That is
because you don’t believe.You cannot stay in bed every day and watch Sex and the City on DVD.
You need to get outside. You need to walk.You will sleep again, an entire night through. It is when
I sleep that I am back in that hospital. My own screams wake me.Take Benedryl, Ambien, Xanax,
Zoloft, Prozac, Dr. Bach’s Rescue Remedy, smoke pot, drink white wine, warm milk, single malt
scotch.Go to grief groups and listen to other parents tell how they lost their children. Then you
will know you are not alone. But when I listen to how children are dying, on go carts and in fires
and with guns and falling out windows and from mistakes in hospitals, I only feel more despair.
Then you do not want to help yourself. These people can help you but you won’t let them.God
loves you. If there is a God, why would He have to take my Gracie Belle from me? Why would He
do this? God only gives us what we can bear. But I cannot bear this. Yes you can. You are not
trying hard enough.She is in a better place. How can a five-year-old little girl be in a better place
without her mother? Heaven is better than here. But she is all alone. I am all alone.Are you
writing anything down?Here is a book by a rabbi who lost his son; by two women who both lost
children and they have written their stories; by C. S. Lewis, who lost his wife and was Catholic
and wise; by a psychiatrist, a sociologist, a teacher; by someone who has interviewed parents
who lost children. But none of them lost Grace. They do not know what it is to lose Grace.You
need to get out of bed; off that sofa; out of the house. The world is full of five-year-old girls. They
are everywhere I go. The supermarket is full of cucumbers and blueberries and pasta. Target is
full of pink dresses and purple shoes and things that sparkle and glitter and shine; the drugstore
only seems to sell nail polish and hair ornaments. Out in the world there are only five-year-old
girls holding their mothers’ hands wherever I go.You should walk every day.Aren’t you feeling
better? You got through a year of firsts! I did not go to the beach this summer. I did not park in my
usual place at the school so I could avoid watching the first graders filing outside through the
playground at the end of the day. On her birthday I sat outside beside her toy log cabin and ate
cucumbers and pasta and drank too much rosé and tried not to think about the feel of her in my
arms the night she was born or how her skin was the color of apricots, while my husband talked
to her best friend Adrian Roop and his mother in the dining room. I did not know what to do with
her Christmas stocking, the one with the angel on it and her name sewn in my crooked attempt
to use a needle and thread. I did not know how to celebrate a New Year without her. And on the
first anniversary of her death, I ran away with my husband and son to Cape Cod and climbed the
dunes there and felt the spring sunshine on my face as if these things could make me feel
better.You look better!You sound like yourself again.Grace is sending you white feathers, heart-
shaped stones, pennies from heaven.Have you been writing this down?I can’t believe that after
over a year you are still not going out more. You should be walking, taking Pilates, joining a gym.
My body cannot move. I am paralyzed.Here is a book about Holocaust survivors.Did you know
Winston Churchill, Abraham Lincoln, Mark Twain all lost children? And look at what they



accomplished! Then I am not as strong as they were. Grief is bigger than I am.Time heals.Grace
would not like you to be this way. How do you know what Grace would like? I believe she would
want me to miss her with every cell in my body. And that is how much I ache for her. My arms
hurt from not holding her on my lap. My nose aches from not smelling her little-girl sweat and
powder and lavender-lotion smell. My eyes sting from not seeing her twirl in ballet class. My ears
strain every morning for her calling “Mama!” when she wakes up. My lips reach for her sticky
kisses. At night I search for her.You need to give her clothes to unfortunate children. Even her
sparkly red shoes? Her pink skirt? Her lei made of paper flowers? Her leopard rain boots? Her
two-pointed brightly striped pom-pom hat? It is not healthy to keep a shrine. But there are
shrines to lesser things. To Jim Morrison. To pets. To saints who are no longer even considered
saints. But you need to move on.Are you writing down any of this? Only the lies people tell me.
There are no words for the size of this grief. There are only lies.You will see. Time heals.In time
you will sleep again and dream of beautiful things.In time you will not miss her.You will see.Time
heals.ComfortCHAPTER ONELosing GraceHOW I GOT to this point, how we all did—Lorne and
Sam and me—began three years earlier, on April 18, 2002. There is no hyperbole intended
when I say that was the worst day of my life.Had you asked me the day before, I would have told
you that I was one of the happiest people I knew. At night, I would flop onto our oversized
leopard beanbag chair with my eight-year-old son Sam and five-year-old daughter Grace and
read. Then they would climb into Sam’s bunk beds, Sam on top, Grace on the bottom, and we
sang Beatles songs until they fell asleep.That is what we did one warm April night. Earlier, we
had our first cookout of the year: barbecued chicken, baked beans, and corn. Sam basted the
chicken while Grace dusted off our backyard furniture. She picked the purple myrtle and long
green chives that grew in our backyard and made a bouquet for me. We sat in the yard, the four
of us, until dusk. Then it was pajamas, the beanbag chair, and stories, a few rounds of “Eight
Days a Week.” Grace always got into bed with her glasses still on, and that night, as I had so
many other nights, I slipped them from her still small face and said: “May I take these? Or do you
need them to see your dreams?”Forty-eight hours later, Grace was dead.WE NAMED HER
Grace three years before she was born, when I found out I was pregnant the first time, with Sam.
That afternoon, driving down a winding back road in Vermont, Lorne and I decided that if we had
a boy he would be Sam; a girl would be Grace. That Christmas, Lorne made an ornament for our
tree that read: Sam/Grace. When I was pregnant the second time, without discussion, we knew
this would be Grace.Unlike her brother, who arrived screaming and purple, Grace was born to
our favorite Simon and Garfunkel CD, quiet and calm, her skin the color of apricots. “I was your
apricot and Sam was your boysenberry,” she liked to say, not without smugness. Unlike her
brother, she loved to sleep, taking long, cozy naps twice a day, and eager for her crib and her
stuffed dog Biff early every night. Just before she fell asleep, she would lift her arms and tuck
them behind her head, as if she were lying on a chaise in the warm sun.Grace Kelly. Grace
Jones. Gracie Burns. Grace Paley. Amazing Grace. It was the name of a princess, of a rock star,
of a comedienne, of a writer. It was a name that inspired awe. Our Grace could be any of these



things. She could be all of these things. From the minute she was born, I knew she would be.ON
APRIL 16, 2002, our son Sam turned nine years old. Lorne picked him up to take him for a “guy’s
afternoon”; I took Grace to her ballet class and then hurried to the local Ben & Jerry’s to get
Sam’s birthday cake. Just that day, on the way to class, Grace told me she didn’t want to do
ballet in the fall, but instead wanted to take acting classes with the children’s theater ensemble
as Sam had done. And, she told me, she wanted to keep studying art with Don. Grace loved art
most of all, and Don gave art classes that treated budding young artists with great respect and
appreciation.When I got back from Ben & Jerry’s, the ballet teacher was waiting for me, frowning.
Grace had fallen and seemed to have broken her arm. I ran into the class and found Grace very
still, lying flat, her arm definitely at a strange angle. As I carried her to the car, she remained
remarkably calm, and stayed that way even as I raced to the ER, and all through the X-rays and
waiting for results. When they asked Grace to choose a face—smiley, sobbing, or in between—
to express how bad she felt, she studied those pictures very seriously before she pointed to
medium.“Our little ballerina,” the nurses called her as Grace was wheeled from X-Ray to a small
emergency treatment room.They took turns coming in to marvel at her, still in her ballet tights
and leotard, stoically waiting to go home. Finally, she was released, her arm in a sling but not a
cast. The break, they explained, was a tricky one. She might need surgery, though most likely a
cast would do the trick. A pediatric orthopedic surgeon would call us the next morning. One of
the nurses explained what to look for in case something called “small compartment syndrome”
happened.When she saw the look of panic cross my face, she added, “Don’t worry. That won’t
happen. By Monday, she’ll be back in school getting her cast signed.”Relieved, I gave her the
People magazine I’d read while we waited.While Grace was in ballet, Lorne’s car was stolen out
of a parking lot. “What a day,” I remembered saying when he told me. That uneasy feeling of
things happening in threes came to me. But I dismissed it. Sam got a ride home in a police car.
“You’ll never forget this birthday!” I told him by cell phone from the hospital.We got home late, the
food for the cookout we’d planned for Sam’s birthday celebration all uneaten. Instead, we ate the
ice cream cake and went to bed.“Gracie,” I told her when I tucked her in.She stopped me. “I
know,” she said, “I was very brave.”“You were,” I said.“I didn’t like it,” she said, growing teary. “I’ve
never been in the hospital before.”“It was scary,” I agreed.That night, I crawled onto the bottom
bunk, wedging myself between Grace and the wall, carefully holding her while she whimpered.
Unable to sleep, I worried about whether she would need surgery, why the codeine wasn’t
relieving her pain. The next morning, like the day before, was unusually hot. I kept both Sam and
Grace home from school, moving Grace into our big bed. Sam tried to entertain her with card
tricks and jokes and singing, but she was too tired to do more than smile.Left-handed, Sam
envied that Grace had broken her left arm. “You are so lucky,” he told her. “If I broke my left arm, I
wouldn’t be able to go to school for a month.”“I am not lucky,” she grumbled. “This is awful.”With
her aching arm, Grace tossed and turned uncomfortably before finally dozing off. “She needs a
cast on that arm,” my mother said. I called the surgeon twice, but she never called back.
Frustrated, I tried to reach the ER doctor from the night before. But he didn’t respond either.



When I checked on Grace again, she felt feverish. Her temperature when I took it was 105. Our
pediatrician advised us to go straight to the emergency room instead of to her office. Months
later, I asked her why she had done that. Other mothers confessed to me after Grace died that
they would have given their children Tylenol, warm compresses for their foreheads. The doctor
told me, “There was something in your voice.”With his car stolen, Lorne had taken my car that
day, so we had to wait for him to come and get us to go to the hospital. I sat in the back with
Grace, who was—I thought—groggy with fever. Later I realized that she was slipping into
unconsciousness even then.At the emergency room, we were sent into a treatment room. Grace
was given Tylenol. And then we were left alone. Lorne went down to the police station to file a
report on the stolen car. Almost immediately after he left, Grace had a grand mal seizure. I had
never seen one before, and wasn’t even sure what was happening. I ran from the room
screaming, “Help me! Someone help me!” A friend of mine with a chronically ill child once told
me that a hospital’s walls are lined with mothers’ screams. Mine began there, in that
ER.Suddenly, we were high priority. After I convinced them she had never had a seizure before,
even with fevers, they began giving her tests. X-rays, a spinal tap, an EKG, a brain wave test,
blood tests. They kept eliminating horrible things: tumors, viral pneumonia, and meningitis. Her
fever came down, but she didn’t wake up. This was expected, they assured me. After a seizure,
kids slept.Years earlier, I had been mugged late at night in New York City. I remember running
down the street and thinking that someone was talking to me, only to realize that I was actually
the one talking, saying, “Don’t let him kill me, don’t let him kill me,” a kind of prayer, I suppose.In
that hospital that night, the same thing happened. As I trotted behind the gurney wheeling Grace
to one of these tests, I heard someone talking. It was me, whispering over and over, “Please
wake up, please wake up, please wake up.” I decided right then that all I needed was for her to
look at me and say, “Mama.” That would be a sign that she was all right.Eventually, that
happened. She opened her light blue eyes, her eyes the very blue of my father’s, and said, “I
love you, Mama.” Although I cannot tell you that my knees stopped trembling then, I can say that
my heart soared. “Gracie!” I said, bending to cover her with kisses.The doctors told us she was
fine. A high fever, now almost normal, had caused a seizure. She would have to spend the night.
A neurologist would have to check her again in the morning. But then she would go home and be
back at school by Monday. My trembling then was from relief as I held her hand all the way up to
the fifth floor, where a bed and a grape Popsicle were waiting for her. A nurse told us about the
great video library down the hall. She told us where we could find tea and coffee, crackers and
instant soup. She brought us blankets so we could sleep there with Grace.But all the time she
spoke, I watched Grace. Her fever, monitored on a screen, was beginning to rise again. “I’ll get
some more Tylenol,” the nurse said, cheery in her mauve uniform with teddy bears dancing
across the top.“Something’s not right,” I said out loud, as Grace’s eyes grew distant and her
Popsicle melted down its stick.Just then, a family friend who is a doctor there stopped in to say
hello. Lorne had called him during all the tests at the ER even though he’s an orthopedic
surgeon, not a pediatrician. On rounds that night, he decided to check in on us.
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penny, “Honesty in grief. Ann Hood rips the bandaid off her grief upon the death of her child. She
shows her anger, desperation, and fear as she struggles to live. A touching and heartfelt book,
Ms. Hood's honest portrayal took my breath away. This grief thing is not pretty and runs away
from her at times. Of course. Dealing with the loss of a child who is healthy and full of life one
day, and two days later is gone . . . what could be worse. Profound and gutwrenching.”

Heather AF Jolly, “Powerful book that I couldn't put down. This book is written by a mom who
watched her daughter die, of a rare bacterial infection, after only two days. It is powerful, honest,
raw, and wise. I am social worker who often works with dying children and their parents. I learned
a great deal from the author, as Hood shared, in vivid detail, so much about her experiences, her
needs, what she longed for, what did and didn't work and what would have been helpful to her.
Hood spoke about the pain she experienced in the hospital, such as her child being ripped away
from her and screaming at her child through the glass of her hospital room. There are many
other vivid details I will not share, since I do not wish to spoil the book!! Readers will feel as if
they were walking through the experience of Hood's loss and her child's death. Readers will also
feel as if they were experiencing Hood's healing. Hood does not write about her healing as if it
were some magical experience. She does not pretend there are easy steps to take. She is
realistic about grief and the intense toll is takes on one's life. She is realistic about the time it
takes to begin any type of recovery. Hood speaks directly about the pressure grievers
experience to "get better" or to "get over" their grief and the damage this can cause in
relationships and within the griever. Her words can be very validating to the bereaved. I think any
reader will learn a great deal from Hood. Her book is moving, humbling, and inspirational. It had
a wonderful ending, with some amazing surprises. I could not book this book down and I am
passing it along to many friends! I strongly recommend it to you!!!”

Paul Richard, “A Good book for anyone dealing with grief or wanting a better understanding of
grief. After reading the prologue I had to buy the book. The prologue is a string of all the advice
you get from people and the author's internal response. While our situations are different, the
author lost a daughter and I lost my wife, the advice and internal responses were very much on
target with my experience.The overall structure of the book bothered me some with the jumping/
skipping around. However, in some ways it mirrors the grief process. While clinicians have
identified stages of grief, they don't happen in sequence. You jump all around and may be in
more than one stage at a time.I would recommend this book to anyone who wants an
understanding of what a friend may be going through. I wouldn't give this to a grieving parent
until I thought they were ready. However, that will always be a judgement call. Some people may
be ready to confront their grief through another person's experience after a few months, for
others it could be a year or more.”



Ruthy Wexler, “Beautiful and Unforgetable. I haven't had a child die, but I've endured difficult
times that seemed unendurable. This book is so beautifully written, so truthful, it speaks to all
universal suffering, at the same time it gets as specific as you can possibly get. No one, not one
thing, nothing, can replace Ann Hood's daughter, Grace--and we come to know it as she keeps
understanding that fact, along with the knowledge that she must keep going. And she does.
Thank you Ann Hood for writing this amazing book.”

boardhead, “Been There. Two of my granddaughters have died in 5 years, one killed by lightning
while we were backpacking in a Utah wilderness. We were miles from anywhere and CPR did
not revive her. Her sister died in her sleep 3 years later after a seizure. I was a young
grandfather, and they were like daughters to me, the father of 2 boys.All of the questions and
emotions described in this no-holds-barred account have an authenticity I haven't encountered
in any of the countless other books I have read about child death. I cried over every page. Why
torture myself? Because when it's happened to you the only "comfort" you find is in the
understanding of others who have been similarly unfortunate. In this respect, misery really does
love company.If you have had a child, grandchild, sibling die, READ THIS BOOK!”

Barb F., “This is a very moving memoir... I have read another of memoir of by the author Ann
Hood so I was familiar with her name. She wrote a very moving, heartfelt memoir in this most
recent book--"Comfort" I began reading it a couple of days ago and got about 1/4 through it and
today on a car ride taking my son to camp I read going up to camp and coming home from camp
and I just finished it. I was moved by many things Ann said about her daughter, and her family
before, during and after her daughter's death. I won't say much more about that time I will leave it
to the reader to learn more about that by reading the book.  :)”

Mom in VA, “Thank you Ann Hood. Ann Hood's memoir is a brave, honest, heartbreaking
account of her daughter's death, and the family's never-ending aftermath of grief. Of course it's
difficult to read about a mother's worst nightmare, but what comes through the most in this book
is the human spirit's ability to go on. No, time does not heal, a grieving mother will not ever heal,
will not ever stop missing her child. But, as Ann shows us, life continues to evolve, and
eventually we are there to discover it's wonders again.”

Amber W., “Excellent Grief Read   . We lost our newborn daughter a week after being born and
when I turned to reading this is what I picked up. Very helpful and a fantastic read so far! Bought
a hard copy so I can pass it amongst friends to borrow.  God Bless”

Joan Smith, “Helpful book. Really good book to help understand grief better”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Very sad and touching.”



The book by Ann Hood has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 118 people have provided feedback.
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